The flare of radiation from the tidal disruption and accretion of a star can be used as a marker for supermassive black holes that otherwise lie dormant and undetected in the centres of distant galaxies 1 . Previous candidate flares 2-6 have had declining light curves in good agreement with expectations, but with poor constraints on the time of disruption and the type of star disrupted, because the rising emission was not observed. Recently, two 'relativistic' candidate tidal disruption events were discovered, each of whose extreme X-ray luminosity and synchrotron radio emission were interpreted as the onset of emission from a relativistic jet [7] [8] [9] [10] . Here we report a luminous ultraviolet-optical flare from the nuclear region of an inactive galaxy at a redshift of 0.1696. The observed continuum is cooler than expected for a simple accreting debris disk, but the wellsampled rise and decay of the light curve follow the predicted mass accretion rate and can be modelled to determine the time of disruption to an accuracy of two days. The black hole has a mass of about two million solar masses, modulo a factor dependent on the mass and radius of the star disrupted. On the basis of the spectroscopic signature of ionized helium from the unbound debris, we determine that the disrupted star was a helium-rich stellar core.
The flare of radiation from the tidal disruption and accretion of a star can be used as a marker for supermassive black holes that otherwise lie dormant and undetected in the centres of distant galaxies 1 . Previous candidate flares [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] have had declining light curves in good agreement with expectations, but with poor constraints on the time of disruption and the type of star disrupted, because the rising emission was not observed. Recently, two 'relativistic' candidate tidal disruption events were discovered, each of whose extreme X-ray luminosity and synchrotron radio emission were interpreted as the onset of emission from a relativistic jet [7] [8] [9] [10] . Here we report a luminous ultraviolet-optical flare from the nuclear region of an inactive galaxy at a redshift of 0.1696. The observed continuum is cooler than expected for a simple accreting debris disk, but the wellsampled rise and decay of the light curve follow the predicted mass accretion rate and can be modelled to determine the time of disruption to an accuracy of two days. The black hole has a mass of about two million solar masses, modulo a factor dependent on the mass and radius of the star disrupted. On the basis of the spectroscopic signature of ionized helium from the unbound debris, we determine that the disrupted star was a helium-rich stellar core.
When the pericentre of a star's orbit (R p ) passes within the tidal disruption radius of a massive black hole,
1=3 (where R Ã is the stellar radius, M BH is the black-hole mass and M Ã is the stellar mass), tidal forces overcome the binding energy of the star, which breaks up with roughly half of the stellar debris remaining bound to the black hole and the rest being ejected at high velocity 1 . For black holes above a critical mass,
[ is the solar radius and M [ is the solar mass), the star becomes trapped within the event horizon of the black hole before being disrupted. The mass accretion rate ( _ M) in a tidal disruption event can be calculated directly from the orbital return times of the bound debris 1, 11, 12 . For the simplest case, of a star of uniform density, this yields _ M~(2=3)(fM Ã =t min )(t=t min ) {5=3 , where f is the fraction of the star accreted and t min is the orbital period of the most tightly bound debris and, therefore, the time delay between the time of disruption and the start of the flare, which scales as
The radiative output of the accreted debris is less certain, and depends on the ratio of the accretion rate to the Eddington rate 13 . Table 3 ). The continua in the spectra are well modelled by the combination of a galaxy host at redshift z 5 0.1696 (luminosity distance, 816 Mpc) with a stellar population with an age of 1.4-5.0 Gyr, depending on the chosen metallicity, and a fading hot blackbody component with temperature T BB < 3 3 10 4 K (Fig. 1 ). The spectra show no narrow emission lines that would be indicative of star formation or an active galactic nucleus (AGN). We obtained a 10-ks, 0.2-10-keV X-ray observation, using the Chandra X-ray Observatory, at the location of PS1-10jh on 2011 May 22.96 UT, and detected no source above the background with a 3s upper limit of L X (0.2-10 keV) , 5.8 3 10 41 erg s 21 for an unobscured AGN spectrum. The X-ray faintness and extreme NUV variability amplitude of PS1-10jh strongly disfavour its origin in an AGN, and its prolonged brightness in the ultraviolet strongly disfavours its origin in a supernova (Supplementary Information).
The rise and decay of the light curve of PS1-10jh is well described by numerical simulations of the mass return rate from a star that is tidally disrupted at R p 5 R T and has an internal structure parameterized by a polytropic exponent of 5/3 characteristic of a fully convective star or a degenerate core 20 (Fig. 2) . The decay from the peak is too steep to be fitted by simulations of a more centrally concentrated stellar structure, such as one that is characteristic of a solar-type star (Supplementary Information). There are systematic differences between the light curve and the model during the early rise (more than 44 rest-frame days before the peak) and the late decay (more than 240 rest-frame days after the peak), which could imply a stellar structure more complex than one described by a single polytrope. The mass of the black hole is determined from the stretch factor of 1.38 6 0.03 applied to fit the model of a 10 6 M 8 black hole to the light curve, which implies that the time of disruption was 76 6 2 d before the peak and that
The most constraining property of PS1-10jh is the detection of very broad high-ionization He II emission at wavelengths of l 5 4,686 Å (full-width at half-maximum, 9,000 6 700 km s
21
) and 3,203 Å that fade in time along with the ultraviolet-optical continuum. The lack of Balmer line emission in the spectra requires an extremely low hydrogen mass fraction, of ,0.2 (Supplementary Information), which cannot be found in the ambient interstellar medium or in a passive accretion disk. This is the strongest evidence that PS1-10jh must be fuelled by the accretion of a star that has lost its hydrogen envelope, either through stellar winds or through tidal interactions with the central supermassive black hole. The broad width of the line is also what is expected from the velocities of the most energetic unbound stellar debris in a tidal disruption event 21 , that is
We measure the SED of the flare over time from the nearly simultaneous PS1 optical and GALEX ultraviolet observations (with the host galaxy flux removed; Fig. 3 ). The pre-peak SED is fitted by a blackbody with T BB 5 (2.9 6 0.2) 3 10 4 K, consistent with the blackbody component seen in the spectra. However, the temperature fit is very sensitive to internal extinction. If we correct for the maximum internal extinction of E(B 2 V) 5 0.08 mag allowed by the ratio between the observed He II l 5 3,203 Å and l 5 4,686 Å emission, the best-fit temperature increases to (5.5 6 0.4) 3 10 4 K. In fact, we know that the photo-ionizing continuum must have T BB >5|10 4 K 22 restframe days before the peak to produce enough l , 228 Å photons to photo-ionize the He II l 5 4,686 Å line observed with a luminosity of (9 6 1) 3 10 40 erg s
. The late-time SED can be fitted with the same temperature as the pre-peak SED. We note that the observed continuum temperature, and even the maximum temperature allowed by possible de-reddening, is considerably cooler than the temperature of *2:
K expected from material radiating at the Eddington limit at the tidal radius 13 . This discrepancy is also seen in AGNs 22 and may imply that the continuum we see is due to reprocessing of some kind 22, 23 . , but it has faded by a factor of ,10 since 22 rest-frame days before the peak, the same factor by which the ultraviolet continuum has faded during this time. The absolute flux scaling in the later epoch is uncertain owing to obscuration by clouds on the date of the observation. r P1 -, i P1 -and z P1 -band light curves of PS1-10jh (with the flux from the host galaxy removed), plotted against logarithmic time since the peak (top axis) and since the disruption (bottom axis).The curves (shown with solid lines scaled to the flux in the GALEX and PS1 bands) were determined from the best fit of the g P1 -band light curve to a numerical model 20 of the mass accretion rate of a tidally disrupted star with a polytropic exponent of 5/3. For each of the four optical bands, we independently performed a least-squares fit of the model for a 10 6 M 8 black hole to the light curve from 236 to 58 rest-frame days from the peak, with the time of disruption, a vertical scaling factor and a time stretch factor as free parameters. The GALEX and PS1 photometry at t . 240 restframe days since the peak is shown binned in time to increase the signal-tonoise ratio. The dates of multiple epochs of MMT spectroscopy are marked with an S, and the date of the Chandra X-ray observation is marked with an X. The grey line shows an n 5 5/3 power-law decay from the peak. Errors, 1s; arrows, 3s upper limits.
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On the basis of the arguments above, we assume that the observed temperature is a lower limit, T BB >3|10 4 K. The peak bolometric luminosity is thus >2:2|10 44 erg s {1 and the total energy emitted from integrating under the light-curve model is >2:1|10 51 erg, corresponding to a total accreted mass (M acc ) of >0:012(e=0:1) {1 M 8 , where e is the efficiency of converting matter into radiation.
The internal structure and high helium abundance of the star derived from the light curve and the spectra can be consistently modelled as the tidally stripped core of a red giant (the precursor to a helium white dwarf) that had a main-sequence mass of M Ã >1M 8 so as to have evolved off the main sequence in less time than the age of the stellar population (,5 Gyr). This tidal stripping mechanism has been invoked to explain the hot stars in the Galactic Centre 24 , and the rate of tidal disruption of tidally stripped stars is likely to be higher than that of solar-type stars 25 . The mass of the black hole derived from the lightcurve fit depends on the mass and radius of the star at the time of disruption. Using M Ã <0:23M 8 and R Ã <0:33R 8 (values measured for a red giant core that was stripped in a binary system 26 ), and assuming that the evolution of the core is similar to one that is tidally stripped, we find that f~M acc =M Ã >0.058 (approaching f >0.1 as measured in simulations 27 ), that M BH~( 2:8+0:1)|10 6 M 8 and that the peak luminosity approaches the Eddington luminosity of the supermassive black hole (L peak >0:6L Edd ).
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